
Fellow SWO(N) Warriors – 
 
Greetings from Millington! 
 
We have some significant SWO(N) Community news to share with you in this special edition: SWO(N) 
Flag Advocate Turnover and an update to the CVN DIVO Tour Length Policy. 
 
************************************** 
SWO(N) Flag Advocate Turnover 
 
After 34 years of faithful and dedicated Naval service as a SWO(N) and a year leading our Community, 
RADM Marc Dalton will retire later this year.  On behalf of the Community, we would like to thank 
RADM Dalton for his leadership, oversight, and mentorship.  I experienced first-hand how deeply he 
cares for each and every one of you and your success as well as the enduring health of our 
Community!  We wish you and your family all the best as you transition from the Navy!  
 
Additionally, we welcome aboard RDML Chris Engdahl as our new SWO(N) Flag Advocate and leader of 
the Community Management Team.  We are excited to work closely with him to continue improving our 
Community.   
 
Thank you, Admirals! 
 
************************************** 
CVN DIVO Tour Length Policy Update 
 
To increase SWO(N) shore duty opportunities and flexibility for the most desirable and career enhancing 
post-DIVO shore tours,  we reduced the CVN DIVO tour length from 28 months to 22 months for officers 
who commit to Department Head and to 25 months for officers who accept shore duty orders.   Our 
intent is to incentivize officers committed to continued naval service (i.e. DHRB/COBO signers) and 
encourage more SWO(N)s to serve on shore duty following their DIVO tour. 
 
Effective immediately, the new policy is: 
- The CVN DIVO tour to MAY be a minimum of 22 months for a DIVO that signs a Department Head 

Retention Bonus Contract and meets the following requirements: 
o Successfully completes PNEO 
o Accrues a minimum of four months aboard post-PNEO 
o CVN Reactor Officer concurs with early transfer 

- The CVN DIVO tour MAY be a minimum of 25 months for a DIVO that accepts follow-on orders to 
shore duty and meets the following requirements: 

o Successfully completes PNEO 
o Accrues a minimum of four months aboard post-PNEO 
o CVN Reactor Officer concurs with early transfer 

- Of note, the EOOW and RDO qualifications are no longer a requirement for early transfer.  However, 
we highly recommend that officers pursue these qualifications, especially those that are career-
minded.  Officers with the CVN EOOW qualification earn additional points (equivalent to TAO 
qualification) on the slate ranking for both the JO Shore Duty and the 1DH slates. 

 



Be on the lookout for an updated Community Brief on our MyNavyHR homepage. 
https://www.mynavyhr.navy.mil/Career-Management/Detailing/Officer/Pers-41-SWO/Detailers/SWO-
N/  
 
************************************** 
 
Thank you for standing the watch! 
 
V/r, 
Craig 
 
CDR Craig M. Trent 
Surface Nuclear Officer Programs & Placement (PERS-424/41N) 
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